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Launch of 
Starburst in 
Paris

2012
50 startups

2013
100 startups

2015
200 startups

2016
1500 startups

2017
2500 startups

Launch of Paris 
Accelerator

Opening of Los 
Angeles office

Opening of 
Munich and
Singapore 
offices

Opening of 
Montreal 
office

Starburst has rapidly grown to reach a global presence

Starburst key milestones
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2019
5000 startups

INNOVATION DEFENSE LAB PARIS
ABU DHABI ACCELERATOR

IAI INNOVATION CENTER in Tel AVIV

UK-US DEFENSE ACCELERATOR
STARBUST/AF INNOVATION HUB (LA)

PAX Experience Accelerator SINGAPORE
Starburst Seoul office

2020
6000 startups
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We address the entire aerospace value chain

Starburst startup scope

Infrastructure
§ Passenger Experience
§ Airport security 
§ Automation
§ Airport retail

Space Mobility
§ Satellites
§ Launchers
§ Data communication
§ Earth observation

Regional Mobility
§ New concepts (supersonic, 

hybrid)
§ Connectivity
§ Energy management

Urban Mobility
§ UAS
§ Autonomous flight
§ eVTOL
§ Energy Management

ENABLING Technologies
§ Cybersecurity
§ Connectivity/Sensors/Antennas/IoT
§ Big data, AI, Machine Learning
§ Industry 4.0, Robotics



ACCELERATOR

VENTURES CONSULTING

STARBURST 
VALUE 

PROPOSITION

ACCELERATOR
> Innovation scouting
> Matchmaking between startups and 

corporates

CONSULTING
> Growth (new products, new markets)
> Digitization by innovation
> Innovation performance
> Agile Transformation
> Custom scouting

VENTURES
> Global Aerospace fund
> Limited Partners investment opportunities

A range of services fulfilling the needs of all businesses interested in Aerospace innovation: 
startups, corporates, investors

Starburst combines 3 complementary activities for a unique value 
proposition

Starburst service offering
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P A G E 6

9 trends in the current Space Industry

01 02 03

04 05 06

07 08 09

The # of Aerospace 
startups keeps growing 

The advent of 
constellations and new 
services

Laser for ground-to-
space and space-to-
space communications

Accelerated pace of 
investment since 2015

The ground segment as 
the next bottleneck

Artificial intelligence 
developments across 
the space value chain

Micro-launchers come 
to maturity & ease 
access to space for new 
players

Additive manufacturing

Quantum technologies : 
sensors, communication, 
computing
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Micro-launchers come to maturity & ease access to space for new 
players 



the advent of constellations and new services 
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The ground segment as the next bottleneck 
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Laser communication (direct)
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Laser Communication (Data relays)
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Artificial Intelligence developments



Starburst 2019 cohort

Defense

Ultrasonic based 3D 
metal printing

Holographic 
engineering and design 
platform

Global network for space-
to-Earth communications

Laser treatment that 
alters how materials 
interact with liquids

Continuous carbon fiber 
3D printing for industrial 
grade parts

Cloud-based mission 
control system for small 
satellites

Battery module for EVs, 
aircrafts and satellites

Encryption chip and 
software

Propellant-less electric 
propulsion for Satellites

Data compression for 
on-the-edge, critical 
settings

Battery module for EVs, 
aircrafts and satellites

Bandwidth usage 
optimization for 
situational awareness

In-space flights for 
satellites between orbits

Augmented reality in 
dynamic environments

Data-driven tools for 
optimizing training delivery

Automated Robotic 3D 
Surface Inspection

Blockchain based digitization 
of aviation assets 

Precision guided
munitions
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Hydrogen fuel-cell aircraft
powertrain

SpaceAviation Enabling technologies

Human machine 
interface for 
autonomous vehicles

High quality additive 
manufacturing

Pre-Seed
Seed
Series A and up

Software-defined radar 
technology for safe & 
secure ADS-B



Space PORTFOLIO



Company Details

Product & USP

Source: Company, Starburst

Starburst actions

2018 20192017 2020
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Momentus

▪ Starburst is coaching Momentus on how to
approach potential customers to shorten the
timeline to actionable contracts instead of
Letters of Intent

▪ Introducing Momentus to target customers
within the Starburst network

▪ Assisted in the Series A raise

▪ Momentus provides in-space transportation services to help spacecraft reach their final
destination, allowing customers to launch from the ISS or LEO to reach higher orbits.

▪ The propulsion system is based on proprietary water plasma technology, lending Momentus a
considerably higher specific impulse than chemical propulsion, such that 3x less propellant is
needed to deliver payloads to their target orbits.

▪ Water provides a cheap and readily available fuel source, and the Momentus system provides
higher thrust than comparable ion propulsion systems.

▪ Santa Clara, California, USA
▪ 11-50 employees
▪ www.momentus.space

In-space flights for satellites between orbits
Space 

Launchers

Founded Starburst 
Selection 

Committee in 
Los Angeles

Seed round 
$8.3M

Vigoride™Extended is capable of launching up to 300 kg from LEO to GTO, 
or up to 100 kg directly from LEO to GEO, Lunar orbit, and beyond

Vigoride™ is Momenuts’ first propulsion 
system, set to debut in 2019. 

Series A 
round 

$25.5M

http://www.momentus.space/


Company Details

Product & USP

Source: Company, Starburst

Starburst actions

2018 20192017 2020
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SpaceIT

▪ Starburst is helping SpaceIT creating
partnerships with ground stations services
(including Amazon) and acquiring world
class users among constellation operators

▪ Starburst is also working with SpaceIT on
the best timing and type of capital needed in
the next 12 months for a quick scaling of the
company services

▪ Spaceit offers Mission Control as a Service (MCAAS), a one stop solution for satellite ground
communications. It includes a cloud-based Mission Control System (MCS), access to a
worldwide network of ground stations, professional satellite control and consultations whenever
needed.

▪ Spaceit platform operates as a ground station service brokerage for the satellite operators.
Satellite missions are matched with ground stations and the process of finding, buying and
selling radio communication is simplified. At the same time, ground station operators can
monetize their spare capacity and maximize their efficiency via the platform.

▪ Tartu, Estonia
▪ 1-10 employees
▪ www.spaceit.eu

Space 
Communications

Founded

Cloud-based mission control system for small satellites

Starburst Selection 
Committee in Paris

Dashboard: scheduling of the data uplink/downlink 
activities can be simplified through the platformOrbit prediction / contact time planning

Partner Grant: 50K

https://www.spaceit.eu/


Company Details

Product & USP

Source: Company, Starburst

Starburst actions

2018 20192017 2020
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Prime Lightworks

▪ Prime Lightworks is developing a RF resonant cavity thruster for satellites propulsion. The
Physical principle is the following: a radiated EM field’s reflection on a conductive surface
creates an EM radiation pressure. With carefully selected cavity and EM field parameters, it is
possible to create a resonating asymmetric field and thus an asymmetric pressure that will
finally generate thrust, eliminating the need for a propellant.

▪ Prime Lightworks boast the disappearance of the need or dependencies to propellant with
EmDrive’s property of full electric propulsion systems. RF electronics and RF resonant cavities
could replace satellite propellant mass and conventional satellite propulsion systems. A shift in
propulsion would increase satellite payload mass and orbital velocities, while lowering fuel
emissions and launch costs to orbit. Satellites’ lifetime would be increased by making it only
limited by their components failure, and not anymore by propellant capacity.

▪ Culver City, CA, USA
▪ 11-50 employees
▪ www.primelightworks.com

Propellant-less electric propulsion for Satellites Satellites

Founded Starburst Selection 
Committee

Eagleworks’ EmDrive in its test chamberSimplified schematic drawing of an EmDrive prototype

▪ To be onboarded

Seed round $1.1M

http://www.entheleontech.com/


Company Details

Product & USP

Source: Company, Starburst

Starburst actions
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Skyloom Global

▪ Starburst is helping Skyloom work through a
unique bridge round, advising how to
ensure maximum value while entering the
next round of funding

▪ Focusing on initial customer development

▪ Skyloom will facilitate a Space-to-Earth telecommunications network which will enable a transfer
capacity of several hundred of terabytes per day based on small, geostationary relay satellites which
transfer data via optical communication.

▪ Skyloom plans to operate two geostationary relay satellites that will enable 100% visibility to Earth.
Skyloom also develops the optical uplink terminals to be payloads on customers’ satellite platforms.

▪ Skyloom’s relay satellites will feature higher transfer rates and capacity (currently targeting 2
petabytes per day), and lower power needs compared to radio systems and other competitors.

▪ Berkeley, CA, USA
▪ 11-50 employees
▪ skyloom.co

Global network for space-to-Earth communications Communications

Founded Starburst Selection 
Committee in Los 

Angeles

Seed round  
$2.6M

Skyloom’s first relay satellite, Uhura 1, will use optical communication to transfer 
information between customer satellites and optical ground stations.

Skyloom’s 2 geostationary satellites take 
advantage of a higher-orbit relay 
configuration, attaining global coverage. 

https://www.skyloom.co/

